Associations:

To promote human rapport and genuine human relationships leadership qualities and cultural values, subject clubs are formed from the beginning of the course. A minimum of five subject Association meetings were conducted in the major classes to develop among the students the sense of team spirit and the ability to organize and carry out any responsible activity. The associations of various disciplines functioned as usual under the guidance of concerned major staff members. The Valedictory functions of the various Associations were held on 17\textsuperscript{th} [Tamil Language Sangamitra, English Department BELLE DE LETTERS] and 18\textsuperscript{th} [,Stancenstoria 2020, C62] of Feb 2020 and reports were presented department wise. Miss. Kalaiselvi, Fr.Arockiaraj OSM, Dr.Maria Sophia, American College and Mrs. Ruth, PG Assistant VMJ school acted as resource persons. The various, well planned, schematic curricular, Co-curricular and Extra Curricular activities ensure the all-around development of the personality of the student teachers to attain the motto ‘For God & Country’.